A 4th generation Montanan
farmer/rancher/lab scientist.
Katy, God and I raised 5 children.
A quick picture of my approach
is demonstrated in Andy Griffith.
Andy is a PEACE OFFICER.
Barney is not. The people like
Andy, tough on real crime
resulting in a victim. People roll
their eyes at Barney, enforcing the
letter of the law.
		
Main focus:
Theft, Drug trafficking, vehicular
threat, assault and Government
encroachment. Standing in the gap
between government and our: Children, health, food production,
Forest land, businesses, homes, Guns and churches. Prevent
Judicial and legislative tyranny. I understand SEPARATION OF
POWERS. Unlawful judicial orders and legislative codes will not
be executed.
How?
Through mutual Respect and relationship with the people and
the “ACCOUNTABILITY TEAM”. The volunteer team is
established with respected people throughout the County. Not
an echo chamber or an endorsement for the Sheriff, but wisdom
power and accountability, providing balance for the sheriff
and the people. The Sheriff will cooperate with this team to
find solutions and focus “people pressure” on areas beyond his
jurisdiction, encouraging government to do their intended job
and not encroach on County sovernty. The Team will allow us to
solve our own problems preventing need of outside Government
help. Being from here, much of the team is already in place. I
know the land, history and many of the people.
Focus:
Relationship building. Not intimidation. It will be fun to build trust
one by one. In the process find and prevent crime. Department
staff will enjoy structure, clear and regular communication, clear
expectations and respectful and enjoyable relationship. Due to
the Peace Officer attitude, the Staff will enjoy relationship and
respect from the public as the public is left alone to live free of
annoying crime.
Experience:
I dont just talk but practice freedom for the people. Served in
politics consistently promoting Liberty. Legal experience through
multiple Court cases and legilsative bills. Public service seminars
on medical issues including Covid, public action alerts on current
events. Let a local serve you. Those coming from other places left
for a reason and came here for a reason.
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Common sense says: People not harming others should be left
alone. The Second Amendment is a crucial factor in liberty.
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